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The extragalactic HI ALFALFA survey (Giovanelli 2005a and astroThe extragalactic HI ALFALFA survey (Giovanelli 2005a and astro--ph/0508301) will map 900 square degrees of the Local Superclusteph/0508301) will map 900 square degrees of the Local Supercluster and yield complete coverage of the entire Virgo cluster. The Ar and yield complete coverage of the entire Virgo cluster. The ALFALFA LFALFA 
survey uses the ALFA multibeam feed array and will cover 7000 sqsurvey uses the ALFA multibeam feed array and will cover 7000 square degrees of sky. The first observing season with the Arecibouare degrees of sky. The first observing season with the Arecibo 305m radio telescope in Spring 2005 has yielded a nearly comple305m radio telescope in Spring 2005 has yielded a nearly complete dataset over te dataset over 
sixty square degrees (12sixty square degrees (12hh < RA < 13< RA < 13hh and +9and +9 < DEC < +13< DEC < +13 ), focusing primarily on the region south of the center of Virg), focusing primarily on the region south of the center of Virgo. Gridded data cubes have been produced of bandpass calibrated o. Gridded data cubes have been produced of bandpass calibrated and RFIand RFI--flagged data, flagged data, 
resulting in maps with four arcminute resolution and a final intresulting in maps with four arcminute resolution and a final integration time of 48 seconds per beam. A catalog of detections haegration time of 48 seconds per beam. A catalog of detections has been extracted from the cubes with reliable integrated fluxes,s been extracted from the cubes with reliable integrated fluxes, velocity widths, velocity widths, 
redshifts and positions down to a signalredshifts and positions down to a signal--toto--noise ratio threshold of four. These positions have been carefulnoise ratio threshold of four. These positions have been carefully examined in online optical databases including SDSS DR4 and tly examined in online optical databases including SDSS DR4 and the Digital Sky Survey, as well as galaxy he Digital Sky Survey, as well as galaxy 
catalogs such as the Arecibo General Catalog. In addition to tescatalogs such as the Arecibo General Catalog. In addition to testing preting pre--survey simulations of number density and galaxy distributions insurvey simulations of number density and galaxy distributions in the Virgo region, the HI properties of the derived catalog willthe Virgo region, the HI properties of the derived catalog will be discussed. be discussed. 
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44oo x 15x 15oo SDSS mosaic showing the sky coverage for this study.     SDSS mosaic showing the sky coverage for this study.     
Figures in this poster are indicated by the numbered labels.Figures in this poster are indicated by the numbered labels.

Science Applications in VirgoScience Applications in Virgo
••Study of cluster membership and Study of cluster membership and outlying groups outlying groups (Binggeli 1987).(Binggeli 1987).

••Discovery of Discovery of new gas rich dwarfsnew gas rich dwarfs and even and even opticallyoptically--inert galaxiesinert galaxies ..

••Study of known and new groups and substructure.Study of known and new groups and substructure.

••Discovery of satellite objects with MDiscovery of satellite objects with MHIHI < 10< 107.57.5 MM

••Combined with SDSS DR4 measurements, ALFALFA HI measurements wilCombined with SDSS DR4 measurements, ALFALFA HI measurements will l 
allow dynamics studies allow dynamics studies in the clusterin the cluster and and surrounding peripherysurrounding periphery. . 

••HI measurements are crucial complements to existing SDSS, 2MASS,HI measurements are crucial complements to existing SDSS, 2MASS, and and 
GALEX measurements (see oral session Haynes 192.08).GALEX measurements (see oral session Haynes 192.08).

Why Virgo?Why Virgo?
••Highest Highest overdensity overdensity sample of galaxies in the local universe.sample of galaxies in the local universe.

••Nearest Nearest rich clusterrich cluster and close proximity compared to other environments.and close proximity compared to other environments.

••Can distinguish betweenCan distinguish between infallinfall and and expansionexpansion regions due to known regions due to known 
distances from primary and secondary distance indicators.distances from primary and secondary distance indicators.

••Need to have a dynamical understanding of surrounding Need to have a dynamical understanding of surrounding groupsgroups..

••Periphery is important to study as the galaxies there are Periphery is important to study as the galaxies there are gas richgas rich –– those in those in 
the cluster core are not due to interaction with the intraclustethe cluster core are not due to interaction with the intracluster gas.r gas.

Future Work for ALFALFAFuture Work for ALFALFA
••Completion of the 900 square degree Virgo regionCompletion of the 900 square degree Virgo region

••Study of the environmental dependency of the Study of the environmental dependency of the HI mass functionHI mass function

••VLA followVLA follow--upup on various HI detections on various HI detections –– extended objects and those lacking extended objects and those lacking 
apparent optical counterparts.apparent optical counterparts.

••Compare known detections with the Compare known detections with the Digital HI ArchiveDigital HI Archive (Springob 2005) and (Springob 2005) and 
Virgo literature (Binggeli 1993, van Zee 2004)Virgo literature (Binggeli 1993, van Zee 2004)

••See the ALFALFA overview oral session at Giovanelli 192.03See the ALFALFA overview oral session at Giovanelli 192.03
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Figure 6.Figure 6. HighHigh--velocity cloud  in the Milky velocity cloud  in the Milky 
Way periphery or remnants of galaxy harassment in Way periphery or remnants of galaxy harassment in 
the Virgo cluster?  These extended gaseous the Virgo cluster?  These extended gaseous 
structures play an important part in the structures play an important part in the 
understanding of the cluster dynamics and evolution.understanding of the cluster dynamics and evolution.

Gaseous remnants in Virgo?Gaseous remnants in Virgo?
Galaxy harassment, tidal striping, and ramGalaxy harassment, tidal striping, and ram--pressure pressure 

striping may be the cause of various gaseous striping may be the cause of various gaseous 
filaments in the Virgo cluster, as small galaxies are filaments in the Virgo cluster, as small galaxies are 
stripped of their gas during passes near larger stripped of their gas during passes near larger 
galaxies. Are these gaseous filaments remnants of a galaxies. Are these gaseous filaments remnants of a 
morphological transition from spirals with well morphological transition from spirals with well 
defined disks to gasdefined disks to gas--deficient spheriodals? (Moore deficient spheriodals? (Moore 
1998)1998)

czcz = 1824 km/s= 1824 km/s

czcz = 1231 km/s= 1231 km/s czcz = 2211 km/s= 2211 km/s

czcz = 205 km/s= 205 km/s

VCC 24

Figure 3.Figure 3. Two small galaxies with HI, clearly Two small galaxies with HI, clearly 
shown in SDSS DR4, but not targeted for shown in SDSS DR4, but not targeted for 
spectroscopy.spectroscopy.

Figure 1.Figure 1. HI detection 20HI detection 20’’ from  VCC 24, a from  VCC 24, a 
BCD galaxy, with no apparent optical BCD galaxy, with no apparent optical 
counterpart in SDSS or DSS2 Blue images.counterpart in SDSS or DSS2 Blue images.

Below are galaxies that are clearly visible in SDSS DR4 imaging,Below are galaxies that are clearly visible in SDSS DR4 imaging,
but have no published redshift information (21cm or otherwise)but have no published redshift information (21cm or otherwise)

VCC 58

Figure 2.Figure 2. HI detection in the field.  Also shown is VCC HI detection in the field.  Also shown is VCC 
58 (SBb galaxy) ~ one degree southwest of the detection. 58 (SBb galaxy) ~ one degree southwest of the detection. 
An small SDSS galaxy is 15 An small SDSS galaxy is 15 arcminutesarcminutes to the southeast.to the southeast.
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Figure 7.Figure 7. Positions and Positions and czcz values for two peaks of values for two peaks of 
ALFALFA detections     and three galactic HVCs      ALFALFA detections     and three galactic HVCs      
from the catalog of Wakker et al.  (See review Wakker from the catalog of Wakker et al.  (See review Wakker 
1997)1997)
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Figure 4.Figure 4. A new HI detection of a small A new HI detection of a small 
galaxy AGC 221189 with no previously known galaxy AGC 221189 with no previously known 
redshift.redshift.

Highlights:  Detections so farHighlights:  Detections so far
••Among the objects so far are 135 individual detections in 60 squAmong the objects so far are 135 individual detections in 60 square degrees are degrees 
from from ––800 < 800 < czcz < 7000 km/s.  Highlights among these include:< 7000 km/s.  Highlights among these include:

••106 objects with previously known redshifts from optical or 21 c106 objects with previously known redshifts from optical or 21 cm m 
measurementsmeasurements

••11 objects visible in SDSS DR4 imaging, with no prior 11 objects visible in SDSS DR4 imaging, with no prior redshiftredshift

••Multiple detections with no apparent optical counterpartsMultiple detections with no apparent optical counterparts

••A new extended detection that may be a new highA new extended detection that may be a new high--velocity cloud or velocity cloud or 
gaseous remnants of galaxy harassmentgaseous remnants of galaxy harassment

••An extended dark cloud, mapped with both ALFALFA data and VLA CnAn extended dark cloud, mapped with both ALFALFA data and VLA CnD D 
configuration imaging (see posters Giovanelli 179.22 and Spekkenconfiguration imaging (see posters Giovanelli 179.22 and Spekkens 179.25)s 179.25)

Figure 5 area

Quick StatsQuick Stats

21 cm data21 cm data
••60 square degrees      60 square degrees      
(4 deg x 15 deg)(4 deg x 15 deg)

••--800 < 800 < czcz < 7000 km/s< 7000 km/s

••Effective integration :   Effective integration :   
ttintint = 48 sec/beam= 48 sec/beam

••4 arcminute resolution4 arcminute resolution

21 cm detections with no apparent optical counterparts21 cm detections with no apparent optical counterparts
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NGC 4746

czcz = 1811 km/s= 1811 km/s

Figure 5.Figure 5. A new HI detection of a small A new HI detection of a small 
dwarf irregular galaxy (MAPS O_497_0345489) dwarf irregular galaxy (MAPS O_497_0345489) 
in the vicinity of NGC 4746 (Sabatini 2005)in the vicinity of NGC 4746 (Sabatini 2005)

New 21 cm detections in the Virgo periphery and beyond. . .New 21 cm detections in the Virgo periphery and beyond. . .
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czcz = 6728 km/s= 6728 km/s
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